English Readers:
Oxford Tree Series (Stage 2):

1. A New Dog
2. What a bad dog!
3. The Go kart
4. The Toy's Party
5. New Trainers
6. The Dream

Oxford Tree Series (Stage 3):

1. The Rope Swing
2. The Egg Hunt
3. By the Stream
4. Nobody Wanted to Play
5. On the Sand
6. A cat in the Tree

English workbook:
- Oxford Reading Tree stage 2 (2a and 2b) workbook
- Oxford Reading Tree stage 3 (3a and 3b) workbook

AUGUST:

English Reader:
- A New Dog

English Written:
- beginning sound exercise
- sound a-d
- workbook (2a)

Concept:
- big-small / weak-strong

SEPTEMBER:

English Reader:
- A New Dog
- What a bad dog!

English Written:
- sound e-j
- workbook (2a)

Concept:
- in - out / up-down
OCTOBER:

English Reader:
- The Go-Kart
- The Toys’ Party

English Written:
- sounds k-u
- Workbook (2a)
- Uses of “in” and “on”

Concept:
- day-night / dry - wet

NOVEMBER:

1st to 10th Nov:

English Reader:
- New Trainers
- The Dreams

English Written:
- sounds v_z
- what comes after?
- vowels
- workbook (2b)

Concept:
- tall- short / hot- cold

11th to 30th Nov:

Revision for Mid Year Assessments

DECEMBER:

Revision and Mid Year Assessments

JANUARY:

English Reader:
- The Rope Swing
- The Egg Hunt
- Capital letter Aa-Ll
- What comes before?
- Exercises
- Workbook (2b)

Concept:
- happy-sad / front-back
FEBRUARY:

English Reader:
- By the Stream
- On the sand

English Written:
- two letter words
- capital letters Mm-Zz
- workbook (3a)

Concept:
- danger - safe /open- close

MARCH:

English Reader:
- On the Sand
- A cat in the Tree

English Written:
- three letter words
- workbook(3b)

Concept:
- thick- thin

APRIL:

1st April to 10th April

English Reader:
- Nobody wanted to play

English Written:
- Singular/plural
- uses of “This” and “These”
- sentences of “This”, “like” and “I have”
- workbook (3b)

11th April to 30th April

Revision

MAY:

Final Assessments

Suggestions Websites:

English: